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Technical Report - Exploration model confirmed by
expert
Metals Exploration has released a technical report by a recognised
expert in alkaline intrusive-associated gold deposits, the largest of
which is Cripple Creek (over 26Moz gold). The report confirms the
company’s initial thoughts that the Runruno deposit is analogous to
Cripple Creek, and several conceptual exploration targets can now
be generated as a result of the work.
While the company is maintaining focus on the scoping study based
on the existing resource (2.1Moz @ 2.4 g/t gold; 0.78Moz in
Indicated category), the study indicates significant potential for
further discoveries in the parallel exploration programme.
Comment

With a 2.1Moz resource and a market cap of £23.8m, the key value
driver for Metals Exploration remains development of mine scoping
studies for Runruno. To this end, the company is currently utilising
the majority of its resources in undertaking the scoping study. This
report confirms the company’s own earlier work regarding the
Cripple Creek analogy, and should provide several good conceptual
drill targets. Conceptual drill targets are often the domain of larger
blue-chip mining companies, but in this case should allow for a
more efficient drill programme.
Regarding the ongoing scoping study, it’s early days yet, but having
recently met with Ian Holzberger, who has been retained to
complete the feasibility study, early indications are that there are no
major bottlenecks (road access and conceptual tailings solutions
have been formulated). We were particularly impressed with the
depth and commitment to local relationships, as such things are
critical when working in Southeast Asia, especially when site works
increase in scope and size.
Recommendation

The end-game for Metals Exploration is production of at least
100,000oz pa, and possibly over 150,000oz pa, with added upside
from molybdenum if a metallurgical process can be designed to
recover it. Although difficult to speculate on timeframes, with the
scoping study scheduled for completion by mid-year, a full BFS
could be commissioned thereafter for completion in mid-2009. If
results were favourable, there is potential for production by late2010, and an associated increase in market cap to £100m plus. For
this reason, we maintain our BUY recommendation.
With around three years of feasibility studies, construction and
commissioning, there is plenty of time for the company to
undertake near-mine and camp-scale exploration. In light of this
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technical report, the good news is that Metals Exploration does not
have to pursue new targets, new licences or undertake grassroots
exploration as it can continue to work on its existing licences.
- Brock Salier
Recommendation - Buy

www.metalsexploration.com
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ECX Emissions 2008
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